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The superonduting state of Mg
10
B2 is investigated by spei heat measurements in detail. The
spei heat in the normal state is analyzed using a reently developed omputer ode. This allows
for an extration of the eletroni spei heat in the superonduting state with high auray and a
fair determination of the main lattie features. One of the two investigated samples shows a hump in
the spei heat at low temperatures within the superonduting state, aompanied by an unusual
low value of the small gap, ∆π (0) = 1.32 meV, pointing to a very weak inter-band oupling. This
sample allows for a detailed analysis of the ontribution from the pi-band to the eletroni spei
heat in the superonduting state. Therefore the usual analysis method is modied, to inlude the
individual onservation of entropy of both bands. From analyzing the deviation funtion D (t) of
MgB
2
, the theoretially predited weak inter-band oupling senario is onrmed.
PACS numbers: 74.70.Ad, 74.25.Bt, 74.25.K
I. INTRODUCTION
The disovery
1
of the unexpeted high T

≈ 39 K
of MgB
2
was surprising for suh a simple binary sys-
tem and has motivated muh experimental and theo-
retial work in order to understand the physis behind
this superondutor. It turned out that the eletroni
struture exhibits two bands rossing the Fermi level.
However from the relatively small eletroni density of
states N (0) ≈ 0.71 states/ (eV · unit-ell) at the Fermi
level,
2,3,4,5,6
one would not expet a notable T

. Nowa-
days it is generally aepted that the high energy vibra-
tions here play the ruial role.
7,8,9,10,11,12
A loser ex-
amination of the eletroni struture revealed an almost
deoupled state of the two prominent bands, with the pi-
band ontributing ≈ 57 % and the σ-band ≈ 43 % to the
total density of states.
13,14
Considerable eort was done
to quantify the role of these two bands for the superon-
dutivity from theory and experiment (for a review see
Ref. 12). The spei heat of the superonduting state
is usually analyzed in terms of a linear ombination of
two α-models, with one energy gap above and one be-
low the BCS limit. Reently Dolgov et al. ompared this
approah to a two-band Eliashberg approah and found
it adequate partiularly for the ase of enhaned inter-
band sattering.
15
The eet of dierent inter-band sat-
tering rates was analyzed by Niol and Carbotte, like-
wise based on two-band Eliashberg alulations. These
authors predit the visibility of a jump at ≈ 0.2T/T

,
where the order parameter of the pi-band is expeted to
hange strongest.
16
In the present work we present the spei heat anal-
ysis of a Mg
10
B2-sample, showing a small upturn in the
same temperature region, indiating a redued inter-band
oupling ompared to so far published data. A reently
developed omputer ode for the analysis of lattie dy-
namis from spei heat measurements in the normal
state is used in order to extrat the spei heat in the
superonduting state with high auray. With respet
to the relatively low inter-band oupling within MgB2 a
slightly dierent approah to the superonduting state is
suggested. It involves one α-model to desribe the jump
height of the spei heat at T

using the ondition of
entropy-onservation between 0 < T < T

. Consequently
the remaining eletroni spei heat in the superon-
duting state an be asribed to the phase-transition of
the seond band.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Polyrystalline samples of Mg
10
B2 have been prepared
by solid-state reation and a subsequent hot-pressure
treatment. To prepare the sample, a mixture of Mg and
10
B powder was pressed into a pellet, wrapped in Ta
foil and sealed in a quartz ampoule ontaining an Ar
atmosphere at 180 mbar. The sample was sintered for 2
hours at 950 ◦C. In order to obtain samples with high T

-
values additional 10 % B was used. To ounter the high
volatility of Mg, an additional small piee of pure Mg
was plaed in the ampoule. The hot-pressure treatment
is neessary to redue the porousness of the derived sam-
ple. The obtained dense samples were haraterized by
x-ray diratometry to estimate their quality. No seond
phase peaks ourred, indiating that even the ontribu-
tion of the usually forming MgO is negligible. The super-
onduting transition temperature (onset) T

= 40.2 K
measured by a-suseptibility is in agreement with so far
published values for Mg
10
B2.
17,18
The spei heat was
measured in the temperature range of 0.3 < T < 200 K
and in magneti elds up to µ0H = 9 T using a Quantum
Design Physial Property Measurement System. In the
following analysis we denote the sample showing the low-
temperature upturn with A and the piee not showing
this anomaly with B.
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FIG. 1: Spei heat of Mg
10
B2. Solid line: model t (see
text for details). The superonduting transition is too small
to be visible in this plot. Inset: relative dierene between
data and model (zero eld data above T

and µ0H = 9 T-data
below T

). The large deviation of ≈ 10 % at low temperatures
an be asribed to the superonduting transition whih is not
fully suppressed at µ0H = 9 T.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The spei heat of MgB2 was analyzed in several
experimental works before. One ruial point in these
analyses is the determination of the Sommerfeld param-
eter, whih is usually extrated by measuring the spei
heat in magneti elds, whih destroy the superondut-
ing state. However, analyses based on this approah an
result in diulties onerning the onservation of en-
tropy of the superonduting state,
19
whih is also visi-
ble in other quantities like the deviation funtion.
16
It
is unlear, if this is due to the experimental error,
19
remnants of the superonduting signature of the eld-
measurements
20
or perhaps due to a eld-dependent
Shottky anomaly, whih is reported for some samples
inluding the present one.
In order to minimize suh unertainties we deided to
apply a new omputer ode to analyze the normal state
of the spei heat in a larger temperature region. The
main ideas of the ode have been skethed in a previous
work.
21
A more detailed desription will be published
elsewhere. In summary our omputer ode makes use
of a linear ombination of the well known Einstein and
Debye models for the spei heat in the normal state.
The usual proedure in tting spei heat data using
this ode is to vary the Sommerfeld parameter until the
t quality is optimized.
A. Spei heat in the normal state
The spei heat of the investigated Mg
10
B2 sample
A is shown in Fig. 1. To extrat the eletroni spei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FIG. 2: Spei heat of Mg
10
B2 at low temperatures. Solid
line: Model of the normal state spei heat (see text for
details).
heat in the superonduting state, one has to determine
the Sommerfeld parameter and the lattie part. For this
purpose the zero-eld data and µ0H = 9 T data mea-
sured down to T = 20 K were used. The appliation of
the mentioned omputer ode indiated additional an-
harmoni eets starting at T ≈ 250 K. Therefore the
tting temperature range of the omputer ode was re-
strited to 20 < T < 250 K. To inrease the auray of
the t, the onservation of entropy of the superondut-
ing transition was used as an additional requirement for
a suessful t. The Sommerfeld parameter was varied
using a step-size of 0.005 mJ/
(
molK
2
)
until the devia-
tion between the data and the tted urve was minimized
and the entropy of the superonduting transition was
onserved. At temperatures below ≈ 4 K one has also
to aount for hyperne struture ontributions,
22,23,24
given by a Shottky model
c
s
(T ) = x
Z
∑
i L
2
i exp (Li/T )− [
∑
i Li exp (Li/T )]
2
(TZ)
2
,
with partition funtion Z =
∑
i [exp (Li/T )]
−1
, eigen-
values Li = ∆i/kB and onentration x of paramag-
neti partiles. The spei heat model is than given
by c
p
(T ) = γ
N
T + c
lattie
(T ) + c
s
(T ). The result of the
tting proedure is shown as blak line in Fig. 1. The in-
set shows the dierene between the data and the model,
whih is well below 1 % exept for low temperatures,
indiating that there the superonduting signature is
not fully suppressed by the applied 9 T-eld. Piee B
shows nearly the same data-to-model-dierene whih is
not shown here.
Fig. 2 shows the spei heat of sample A at H = 0
and µ0H = 9 T in the low temperature region. The
very good agreement between the model and the eld
measurement is visible. The Sommerfeld parameter on-
verged to γ
N
= 2.69 (1± 0.004) mJ/
(
molK
2
)
, agreeing
well with published values of high quality samples, rang-
3TABLE I: Phonon-related parameters as obtained from the
normal state spei heat analysis. Numbering aording to
Fig. 3.
aousti  optial modes
D1 D2 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5
ω [meV] 50.8 78.9 15.9 29.4 42.2 84.2 86.7
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Phonon density of states. Blak line:
result from the spei heat analysis. Dashed line: alulated
PDOS taken from Ref. 8 (saled to the peak value of the
present result). Numberings aording to Tab. I.
ing from γ
N
≈ 2.5− 2.7 mJ/
(
molK
2
)
.
19,22,23,24
Using the bare eletron parameter γ0 =
pi2k2
B
N (0) /3 = 1.67 mJ/
(
molK
2
)
, the mean eletron-
phonon oupling onstant an be alulated from the
mass enhanement relation
γ
N
= γ0
(
1 + λ¯
ph
)
(1)
as λ¯
ph
≈ 0.61. The mean eletron-phonon oupling on-
stant is related to the partial oupling onstants in the
σ- and pi-band by
λ¯
ph
= λ
ph,σ
γ0,σ
γ0
+ λ
ph,π
γ0,π
γ0
. (2)
From tting the Shottky ontribution c
s
(T ) a onen-
tration of x = 4.25 × 10−4 mol of paramagneti par-
tiles with two energy levels, ∆1 ≈ 0.014 meV and
∆2 ≈ 0.453 meV is estimated, probably due to small
amounts of Fe-impurities.
23,24
However a quantitative
analysis of the energy levels requires measurements below
T ≈ 0.3 K, where the normal state ontributions vanish.
The derived phonon-related parameters are summa-
rized in Tab. I. The resulting phonon density of states
(PDOS) of sample A is shown in Fig. 3 in ompari-
son with a alulated PDOS taken from Ref. 8. The
nie agreement, in partiular of the prominent modes at
≈ 30 meV and ≈ 85 meV (E2g) shows, that our om-
puter ode is able to extrat the main features of the
phonon density of states from spei heat measurements
independently. A similar agreement is found from om-
paring the spei heat derived PDOS with the gener-
alized density of states measured by neutron sattering
experiments.
8,9,11
B. Spei heat in the superonduting state
Fig. 4 shows the spei heat below T = 43 K af-
ter subtration of the normal state ontribution for the
two investigated samples A and B. The idealized spei
heat jump of ∆c = 103.35 mJ/ (molK) for sample A is
in the range of reported values, ranging from ∆c = 81
(Ref. 24) to 133 mJ/ (molK).22 The loal maximum at
T ≈ 9 K found for piee A has not been reported before.
The measurement was repeated on that piee and the
small hump is found to be reprodueable. Piee B from
the same initial sample does not show this hump, but a
muh more broadened feature (open irles). Most prob-
ably the observed hump is related to a relatively weak
oupling between the two bands (a more detailed anal-
ysis inluding magneti eld dependene is presented in
setion III C).
16,25
In view of the two-band properties of
MgB2 it is more illustrative to ontinue the analysis of
piee A.
Assuming a very weak inter-band oupling, the jump
at T

is nearly ompletely due to the σ-band whih is re-
sponsible for the large T

. Consequently one α-model was
used to t the jump at T
,σ = 39.0 K using an entropy-
onserving ondition. This unambiguously results in a
Sommerfeld parameter γ
N,σ ≈ 1.44 mJ/
(
molK
2
)
of the
σ-band, avoiding any unertainty in the orret par-
titioning of the Sommerfeld parameter under the two
bands (see Ref. 26 for a short summary). The gap
ratio amounts 2∆σ (0) / (kBT,σ) = 3.98, resulting in
∆σ (0) = 6.70 meV.
Fig. 5 shows the entropy dierene of the eletrons
between the normal and the superonduting state. The
solid line represents the entropy dierene of the ex-
perimental data, agreeing well with results obtained by
Yang et al.
23
The dashed line is the entropy dierene
of the tted α-model and the dotted line orresponds to
the residual entropy dierene whih an be attributed
to the pi-band. The superonduting transition of the pi-
eletrons is strongly smeared due to the inter-band ou-
pling, but the main part of the pi-eletrons seems to be-
ome superonduting at T
⋆

≈ 9 K, otherwise the mini-
mum in the entropy dierene (dotted line) would be ex-
peted at higher temperatures. This interpretation does
not mean that the gap of the pi-band also opens at T ⋆

.
In fat, any strength of inter-band oupling results in one
single ritial temperature T
,σ for both gaps. However
the order parameter of the pi-band is expeted to show
its strongest hange around T ⋆

.
16
Fig. 6 shows the spei heat ∆c⋆/T in the superon-
duting state of sample A (lled irles) after subtration
of the σ-band ontribution given by the α-model (see Fig.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Eletroni spei heat ∆c/T of
Mg
10
B2 in the superonduting state. Symbols: data of piee
A. Broad line: data of piee B. Solid line marked with α-
model-1: α-model tted to the jump of piee A satisfying
the ondition of entropy-onservation.
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FIG. 5: Entropy dierene between the normal and super-
onduting state of sample A. Solid line: entropy dierene
determined from the eletroni spei heat. Dashed line: en-
tropy dierene of the tted α-model. Dotted line: residual
entropy dierene.
4). The Sommerfeld parameter of the pi-band amounts
γ
N,π = γN − γN,σ = 1.25 mJ/
(
molK
2
)
. The small de-
viations for T < 2 K an be attributed to the inexat
knowledge of the Shottky ontribution, whih should be
determined at muh lower temperatures. However the
auray is suient for the present analysis. A seond
α-model was applied to the remaining spei heat, us-
ing T ⋆

≈ 9 K. Sine the superonduting transition of
the pi-eletrons is strongly smeared (up to T
,σ), reliable
results on the energy gap an be derived only from the
low temperature tail. Using γ
N
= γ
N,π and T
⋆

= 8.7 K
the solid line shown in Fig. 6 (marked by α-model-2) is
derived. The resulting gap amounts ∆π (0) = 1.32 meV
with the BCS gap ratio 2∆π (0) / (kBT
⋆

) = 3.52. This
value is muh smaller than reported from other spei
TABLE II: Gap values obtained from the α-model for the two
investigated samples.
Sample ∆σ [meV] ∆π [meV] T,σ [K] T
⋆

[K]
A 6.70 1.32 38.9 8.7
B 6.38 1.76 38.9 11.5
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Eletroni spei heat in the super-
onduting state whih an be attributed to the pi-eletrons.
The normal state and the ontribution of the σ-band de-
sribed by the α-model tted to the jump have been sub-
trated. Filled irles: sample A. Open irles: sample B.
Solid line marked by α-model-2: α-model tted to the low-
temperature part of the small hump of piee A satisfying the
ondition of entropy-onservation.
heat analyses, whih gave ∆π (0) = 1.7− 2.2 meV.
19,22,24
It is interesting to ompare the small gap of sample A
with that of sample B. The open irles in Fig. 6 show
the remaining spei heat of sample B after subtrating
an α-model, tted in a similar way to the jump height (re-
sulting in ∆σ (0) = 6.38 meV for the larger gap). A t of
another α-model to the low-temperature part of ∆c⋆/T
(not shown here) as it was done for sample A, results in
∆π (0) = 1.76 meV for the small gap. A suessful t also
requires a larger T ⋆

= 11.5 K for this sample, omparable
to T ⋆

≈ 11 K reported by Bouquet et al.22 The smaller
gap found for the pi-band of sample A supports the se-
nario of a redued inter-band oupling in this sample.
16
The gap parameters are summarized in Tab. II.
In Fig. 7, the eletroni spei heat of the σ- and
the pi-band in the superonduting state are ompared.
The left panel shows the spei heat data normalized
on T
,σ and γN,σ of the σ-band. The right panel shows
the remaining eletroni spei heat as given in Fig. 6
(plus γ
N,π) normalized on T
⋆

and γ
N,π of the pi-band.
The deviation for T ⋆

/T > 4.5 between the data and the
orresponding α-model is due the mentioned unertainty
of the Shottky ontribution (see also Fig. 6).
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Normalized eletroni spei heat of
sample A. Left panel: experimental eletroni spei heat
of the superonduting state. Solid line: α-model aording
to Fig. 4. Right panel: remaining eletroni spei heat
attributed to the pi-band, normalized on T ⋆

= 8.7 K. Solid
line: α-model aording to Fig. 6.
C. Field-dependene of the spei heat below
15 K
In order to larify the nature of the hump found in
the eletroni spei heat in the superonduting state
near 8 K, spei heat measurements in applied magneti
elds between µ0H = 0.1 and 9.0 T have been performed.
The resulting spei-heat-to-temperature-ratio is shown
in Fig. 8. The shaded area marks the temperature re-
gion of the anomaly for the zero-eld measurement as
shown in Fig. 4. Two properties of the anomaly an
be derived from these measurements. First, the position
of the anomaly is more or less unhanged. Seond, the
anomaly is attened out with inreasing magneti eld,
aompanied by an inrease of the spei heat at low
temperatures. The anomaly vanishes at approximately
9 T, where the superonduting signal of the spei
heat is very hard to separate, indiating that the origin
of the anomaly is onneted to the superondutivity of
Mg
10
B2. Comparing the hump qualitatively with reent
alulations performed by Niol and Carbotte,
16
it seems
that the inter-band oupling in our sample is redued by
≈ 30 − 50 % ompared to previously reported samples
(see setion IV for a detailed analysis). The inter-band
oupling an therefore be expeted to be in the order
of ≈ 0.2. Comparing the spei heat measurements of
Bouquet et al.
22
and Wang et al.,
24
as was done in Ref.
26 it is obvious that it is possible to vary the inter-band
oupling, probably by means of the preparation teh-
nique. In partiular the low temperature anomaly in the
data of Bouquet et al. is muh more pronouned than in
the data of Wang et al., but there is no upturn visible as
in our sample (A).
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Spei heat c
p
/T in dierent applied
magneti elds as labeled. The viinity of the upturn observed
in the zero-eld measurement is marked by the shaded area.
IV. DISCUSSION
Both gap values for sample A, ∆σ (0) = 6.70 meV and
∆π (0) = 1.32 meV are in the lower region of the ex-
peted values for MgB
2
.
12
In general, spei heat mea-
surements are expeted to result in averaged gap values,
resulting from the two bands. On the other hand, trans-
port measurements like point-ontat spetrosopy mea-
surements are also inuened by the Fermi veloity dis-
tribution of the harge arriers of the individual bands,
usually resulting in gap values from the faster harge ar-
riers of the two bands. A omparison with alulations by
Choi et al.
13
shows that the present gap values represent
the lower end of the alulated gap distribution.
Additional information on the eletron-phonon ou-
pling an be derived by omparing the resulting ther-
modynami quantities with band-struture results. For
this purpose we make use of a strong oupling orretion
term given by Carbotte:
27
∆c
γ
N
T

= 1.43
(
1 +
53
x2
ln
x
3
)
with x = ω
ln
/T

. Analyzing the jump with T
,σ and
γ
N,σ in this manner, the harateristi phonon frequeny
amounts to ω
ln,σ = 712 K. Using the MMillan formula
(rened by Allen and Dynes
28
):
T

=
ω
ln
1.2
exp
[
−
1 + λ
ph
λ
ph
− µ⋆ (1 + 0.6λ
ph
)
]
, (3)
with the Coulomb pseudopotential µ⋆ = 0.10, one nds
λ
ph,σ = 0.82. With γN,σ = 1.44 mJ/
(
molK
2
)
one
gets γ0,σ = 0.79 mJ/
(
molK
2
)
for the bare eletron pa-
rameter of the σ-band. With γ0 = 1.67 mJ/
(
molK
2
)
,
the bare eletron parameter for the pi-band amounts to
6TABLE III: Parameters haraterizing the eletron-phonon
oupling. The rst two olumns ontain alulated values
29
.
The harateristi phonon frequenies have been alulated
by integrating the orresponding Eliashberg funtions in Ref.
29. T

was alulated using Eq. (3) with µ⋆ = 0.1 (thereby
ignoring all inter-band eets). The next two olumns show
the present experimental results for sample A.
theoretial  experimental values
pi σ pi σ
ω
ln
[K] 668 770 1270 712
λ
ph
0.45 1.02 0.42 0.82
T

[K] 6.25 59.33 8.7 38.9
γ0,π = γ0 − γ0,σ = 0.88 mJ/
(
molK
2
)
. The eletron-
phonon oupling within the pi-band an then be esti-
mated from the mass enhanement (Eq. 1) as λ
ph,π =
γ
N,π/γ0,π − 1 = 0.42. The orresponding harateris-
ti phonon frequeny determined from Eq. (3) amounts
to ω
ln,π = 1270 K. It an only be guessed whether this
rather large value is related to the mentioned anharmoni
eets seen in the spei heat at large temperatures or
inauraies of the band struture alulations. From
this analysis the σ-band ontributes with ≈ 47 % and
the pi-band with ≈ 53 % to the total density of states.
Setting the derived parameters in Eq. (2), one onrms
the value of λ¯
ph
= 0.61. The obtained results are sum-
marized in Tab. III in omparison with alulated values
derived by analyzing theoretial Eliashberg funtions.
29
A nie hek of the obtained parameters an be per-
formed by analyzing the deviation funtion D (t) given
by (see for example Ref. 30):
D (t) =
H

(T )
H

(0)
−
(
1− t2
)
,
with t = T/T

(in the following T

= T
,σ is used). It
gives the deviation from the two-uid model of the su-
peronduting state, thus revealing important informa-
tion on the superonduting state. Fig. 9(a) shows that
D (t) of Mg10B2 (sample A) losely resembles the BCS
predition, in partiular near T

. However, there are
some deviations from this behavior. First the minimum
is shifted to lower temperatures and seond, the behavior
for T → 0 strongly deviates from the BCS predition.
Based on the weak-oupling two-band equations de-
rived by Moskalenko and Palistrant
31
and by analyzing
numerial data given in Ref. 27 we derived an analytial
expression for D (t), desribing deviations due to two-
band inuenes. Within the BCS theory the dependene
of the thermodynami ritial eld for T → 0 is given by
[
H

(T )
H

(0)
]2
= 1− 2.12β
(
T
T

)2
, (4)
with β ≈ 1. In the ase of inreasing eletron-phonon
oupling β is dereasing but it is inreasing again in the
ase of two-band inuene with dierent gaps in both
bands. In this ase β an be expressed as
β = z
B
(
ω
ln,σ
T

)
+B
(
ω
ln,π
T

)
z2 + v
exp
[
z2 − v
z2 + v
ln (z)
]
, (5)
with
z =
∆σ (0)
∆π (0)
,
v =
(1 + λ
ph,π)Nπ (0)
(1 + λ
ph,σ)Nσ (0)
,
B (x) = 1−
7.5
x2
ln
x
3
.
Eq. (5) orresponds to the BCS limit for the weak-
oupling single-band ase and reprodues the strong ou-
pling orretions reported by Carbotte.
27
The agreement
of Eq. (5) with the two-band Eliashberg theory was
heked numerially for the theoretial ase given by
Golubov et al.,
29
where the deviation is found to be less
than 4 %.25 Parameters obtained from these alulations
are given in Tab. III. Using the above derived eletron-
phonon oupling quantities and T

= T
,σ, one derives
β = 1.56. The dependene of D (t) at low temperatures
is plotted in Fig. 9(b), showing the very nie agreement
of this analytial formula with the experimental devia-
tion funtion.
However, Fig. 9() shows that the deviation funtion
of the present sample A (lled irles) looks quite dier-
ent from that of sample B (open squares). For the data
of Bouquet et al.
22
a minimum value of ≈ 5.5 % was
determined,
16
similar to sample B, but sample A has a
minimum value of only ≈ 3.5 %.
It is interesting to ompare these data to Eliashberg-
model alulations. Niol and Carbotte reently pub-
lished suh alulations where they varied the inter-band
oupling, using the standard set of λσπ = 0.213 and
λπσ = 0.155 and a seond set with halved inter-band
λ-values. Fig. 9() shows the omparison between these
alulations and our data. From that it an be onluded,
that the inter-band oupling in sample A is redued om-
pared to that of sample B by approximately 30 %.
Fig. 10 shows a omparison between the eletroni
spei heat below T

for the investigated two samples
and the alulations by Niol and Carbotte [whih or-
respond to Fig. 9()℄. There is a qualitative agreement
between the data sets and the alulations exept for the
viinity of T

, where the alulations predit a redu-
tion of the normalized jump with dereasing inter-band
oupling. In addition there is no inrease of T

for the
sample with the stronger inter-band oupling. However,
Niol and Carbotte showed that for some ombinations
of λπσ and λσπ , even a derease of Tc is possible.
16
There-
fore it seems diult to make preditions onerning T

or the jump.
The question, why two samples of the same initial
piee should have dierent values of the inter-band ou-
pling onstants is still unsolved. In the present ase it
72
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Experimental deviation funtion D (t)
ompared to model preditions. (a) and (b): D (t) of sample
A ompared to the BCS-model predition. Dotted line in (b):
Eq. (4) with β = 1 (BCS ase). Dash-dotted line in (b):
Eq. (4) with β realulated aording to Eq. (5), using the
experimentally derived values. (): Comparison of D (t) of
both samples with Eliashberg-model alulations taken from
Ref. 16. Dashed line: alulation using normal inter-band
oupling. Solid line: alulation with 50% redued inter-band
oupling.
is most probably related to dierent amounts of impuri-
ties, whih inuene the inter-band oupling by loal lat-
tie distortions. These lattie distortions an modify the
eletron-phonon oupling. Therefore it is also diult to
draw onlusions from the Sommerfeld parameter, whih
is at the same time determined by the two intra-band
and inter-band oupling onstants.
V. CONCLUSION
In the present work we report the rst detailed spei
heat analysis of a MgB2-sample with a partiularly low
inter-band oupling. The observed low-temperature up-
turn within the superonduting state is in aord with
theoretial studies.
16
It is shown, that just by using re-
sults of band-struture alulations, meaningful physi-
al quantities an be derived from spei heat measure-
ments. The relatively low gap values, ∆σ (0) = 6.38 meV
and ∆π (0) = 1.76 meV of sample B, whih represents a
standard MgB2-sample, naturally emerge from the type
of measurement. Transport measurements usually result
in higher values of the gaps, indiating that the gap val-
ues depend on the veloity of the harge arriers, again
raising the question, if a gap distribution within the two
bands as alulated by Choi et al. an beome experi-
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Eletroni spei heat c
el
/γ
N
T
of both samples ompared to Eliashberg-alulations by
Niol and Carbotte.
16
The dashed and solid lines orrespond
to the lines in Fig. 9().
mentally visible.
6,13,32,33
The resulting eletron-phonon
oupling onstants for sample A show, that the σ-band
ouples stronger than the pi-band, as expeted, but still
Mg
10
B2 an be onsidered as a weak to medium oupling
superondutor. Thus, the large harateristi phonon
frequeny is the main reason for the relatively large su-
peronduting transition temperature, showing the ru-
ial role of the E2g-mode. The obtained parameters for
sample A were found to be in agreement with the low
temperature behavior of the deviation funtion D (t).
Comparing the deviation funtion and the eletroni spe-
i heat of the superonduting state of both samples
with alulations by Niol and Carbotte, the senario of
a low inter-band oupling for the present sample A is
supported. This is in partiular agreeing well with the
≈ 30 % smaller gap within the pi-band of that sample.
This redution was predited theoretially in the ase of a
redued inter-band oupling onstant by ≈ 30 %.16 How-
ever sample B from the same initial piee does not show
this peuliarity. At present it is still unlear, whih pa-
rameter in the sample preparation proess ontrols the
inter-band oupling.
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